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Abstract. Commutative N-rational formal power series are considered. Series giving polynomial 
functions as their coefficients are characterized, and a monotonicity result for commutative ser’cs 
is proved. As an application the division problem for N-rational formal power series is solved. 
Rational farmal power series constitute an important tool in formal language 
theory, for cxampie, when studying regular languages or the growth in determinis- 
tic informationless L systems. In this note so-called commutative N-rational power 
series are consider-cd. Such series are in many respects easier to handle than 
N-rational series in general, and thus they are helpful in solving certain problems, 
as we shall see. 
The contents of this pa er are as follows. First we characterize those polynomials 
which are obtained as coefhcients of N-rational formal power series. Then we 
prove that a commutative N-rational formal power series satisfies a certain kind of 
monotonicit} preperty. Using these results we are ilbie to show that many easily 
described series are not IV-rational. Especially, we succeed in giving a negative 
answer to the division problem proposed in Eiienberg [2, p. 158]. 
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the operations um, product and quasi-inverse, and that it is N-recognizable iff it 
has a matrix representation, i.e. there exist matrices MI,. . . , M.., a row vector n and 
a column vector q all with nonnegative ntries such that for all ai, l s l ai, E 2 * 
(1) 
113 the one-dimensional case (1) reduces to the form ,h;(~“) = 7rM”q. If q here 
equals (1, 1, “. . , l)T, then F is called a DOL J%lnction, and if moreover all the rows of 
1M contaiin a positive entry, then F is called a POOL function. Clearly, any POOL 
function is monotonous. 
A formal power series F from 2 * into N is called commutative iff F(x) = F(y) 
for all x and y such that jx Ii = 1 y Ii for i = 1,. . . , t. SO commutative formal power 
series may be reg’arded a., c functions from N’ into N, and thus commutative 
N-rational power series form a proper subset of all N-rational power series. 
By the well-known theorem of Schtitzenberger [4] a formal power series is 
N-rational iff it is n-recognizable, and obviously this holds true for commutative 
formal power series, too. So a given function from N’ into N is N-rational iff it is 
N-recognizable. These observations are important since the meaning of the 
commutativity in connection with N-recognizable formal power series is clear: the 
matrices in (1) must commute. Mainly due to this fact the following characterization 
result can be proved, cf. [3, Theorem II 11.1). 
Proposition 2,Y. A commutative formal power series F of t variables is N- 
recognizable i’ there exist N-recognizable (or N-rational) formal power series hi, 
i=l , . . . , t, j = 1,. ;. , q, over one variable such that for all xinX* 
F(x) = i flj(]X I,)- l l fti(lx lr)- 
j=l 
The usefulness of the proposition is based on the fact that it reduces the problems 
concerning commutative N-recognizable power series to one dimension. 
3. ~~aract~rizatio~ f rational polynomials 
We say that a polynomial P of t variables is N-rational iff there exists a 
commutative N-rational formal gower series F such that 
F(x) = P(lx 11, l . l , Ix It) for all x E 2*. 
ere we characterize the set of N-rational polynomials. For this purpose we 
define the following notions. y a monomial we mear a polynomial of the form 
is a constant, and we say that a monom An? e 0 l n:‘covers a 
2 si for all i and ri > si for some i. oreover we denote 
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g = {P(n,, . . . , n,): t 3 1; P a 
integer 
aqy monomial of P with a negative coefficient 
covered by one with a positive coefficient}. 
emma 3.1. Any polynomial P(n!,. . . , n,) in 9 is IV-rational. 
Proof. First we choose an integer p such that all the coefficients of pP are integers, 
and we show that Q = pP is N-rational. This is done by induction on t. The case 
t = 1 is a well-known result. 
Assume now that a monomial p = - B&l l . l n? is covered by a monomial 
(~=An?*..n:, where A, B >O. Then assuming that p1 B sn we write 
+nsl(Bn;2-Bn;z)n3~*.n:l+... 
+ &I l l l n::;(Bn:I- Bn?). 
So we conchmde that Q can be written in the form 
where each :R, is a polynomial with integer coefficients and with a positive leading 
coefficient. The possible case that two monomials with negative coefficients are 
covered by the same monomial does not cause any problems because we are free to 
choose a greater pa 
Now we use Proposition 2.1 and the fact that any nonnegative-valued ultimately 
polynomial function of one variable is N-rational. These together implv that for . 
some K the function F defined by 
I 
Q(lx I19 l l l , IX 111) for x such that 1 x Ii 2 K for ~111 i, 
F(x) = 
0 otherwise, 
is N-rational. 
By induction hypothesis all the functions obtained from Q by fixing some of its 
variables are N-rational. If we fix i variables we get a power series of t - i 
variables. BY!, by Proposition 2.1, we may regard this power series as an N-rationcl 
power series of t variables as well. So, by using the operations of fixing some 
variables, changing a function in a finite number of places and sum, we can 
construct an IV-rational function C such that 
(I I x 1,*--y x I I I) or x such that 1 x lj C K for some i, 
G(x) -= 
otherwise. 
Now 
follows 
the identity Q = F + G proves the N-rationality of Q. Hence the lemma 
since the set of N-rational formal power series is closed under the divison 
r-l 17 
by a constant, see [ZJ. u 
Next we prove the converse of Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.2. Any IV-rutional polynomial is in 9? 
Proof. Assume that an N-rational function F of t variables is a polynomial, let us 
say I? By Proposition 2.1 F is of the form 
Flx)= C flj(lxI1>*g~fii(lxlr)~ i 
where all fij’S are N-ratio.’ nY cql*Clearly, they are polynomially bounded and thus 
there exist integers r and p su& that the funrtions gij(n) = fis (r + np + l), fo? 
24 , . . e ,p, are polynomials with rational coefficients. So the coefficients of P are 
rational, too. 
Since the leading coefficients of the polynomials gt must be positive, all the 
monomials which are not covered by another one have a positive coefficient. Hence 
P is indeed Efx. p 0 
Now we get the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.3. The !;et of M-rational polynomials coincides with 9? 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.3 we conclude that all polynomials with integer 
coefficients, for example, are Z-rational (for definition see [2] or [3]). Hence the 
following result holds, see e.g. [l]. 
For any recursively enumerable set L of nonnegative integers there 
exists a Z-rational formal power series F such that 
L ={F(x): xEZ:“)nN. 
In view of this result it is not surprising that almost all problems concerning 
Z-rational formal power series are undecidable, cf. [3]. 
ere we will show that commutative M-rational formal power series satisfy a 
certain monotonicity property. 
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Theorem 4.1. For any commutative N-rational formal power series F there exist 
natural numbers m and K such that for all a in 2 and all x in 25 * satisfying 1 x Ii Z= K 
f or i = l,...,: 
F(xa “) 2 F(x). 
Proof. Again we start from the identity 
where all fii’s are N-rational. Next we recall that any N-rational function f of one 
variable is decomposed to DOL functions, see [5], i.e. there exist a natural number r 
and DOL functions g,, . . . , g, such that f(r + np + I) = gl (n) for n 2 0. Similarly, 
any DOL function is decomposed to PDOL functions, see [5], and hence any 
N-rational function of one variable is decomposed to PDOL functions, too. 
Let now m and K be natural numbers, and let xK denote the word (a1 l l l a,)? 
Assume from this on that x is any word in C * satisfying Ix Ii 3 K for all i. Then 
disregarding the noncommutativity we may write 
x = xn(x)j(x), 
where ! m (X)li divides m for all i and 1 j(x)li < m for all i. Using these notations we 
obtain from the first part of this proof that for some m and K the followins holds: 
For any vector v in (0,. . .,m - 1)’ there exists a function FV of the form 
F”(x) = Xig,i( ! x 11) l l l gti (I x It), with all gii's PDOL functions, such that 
W ) = F<i&n (x )), 
where (j(x)) denotes the vector (ij(x)l,, . . . , lj(x)/J. Now Theorem 4.1 follows 
since PDOL functions are monotonous. 0 
Clearly, Theorem 4.1 is not valid for N-rational formal power series in general. 
5. Applications 
Theorems proved above make it possible to show tljat certain formal power 
series are not N-rational. In the following we present a couple of such examples. 
Using either Theorem 3.3 or Theorem 4.1 we get two alternative 
ways to sh:aw the well-known result that the function (nI - rQ2 = n: - 2ve,nz +nt is 
not N-rational. 
As in Example 5.1 we conclude that the function n: - nln2 -t- ns is ~c;f 
N-rational. 
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Our second example is interesting since it shows that N-rational formal power 
series are not closed under division, and thus solves a problem mentioned in 
Eilenberg [Z, p. 158]. This follows from the identity 
n:+n3 ni 
= 2 
n,+ n2 
- nln2+ n2. 
So we formulate 
Theorem 5.3. There exist N-rational (and even commutative) formal power series F 
and G such .that the series H defined by 
H(x) = F(xr 
G(x) 
is integer-valued but not N-rational. 
Observe that G(x) above can be chosen to be as simple as G(x) = Ix 1. On the 
other hand the division by a constant preserves the N-rationality, as we have 
ialready mentioned, and also in a one-letter case N-rational sequences in general 
are closed under division, see [6]. 
We finish this section with an example including our previous examples. At the 
same time this example gives light to the subtraction problem of N-rational formal 
power series: it shows that the subtraction rather easily destroys the N-rationality. 
Example 5.4. Let F be an integer-valued function defined by 
F(n,, n2) = f(Q+ g(n,)- nln2 
where f and g are any functions. We claim that F is not N-rational. Assume th’e 
contrary. Then by Theorem 4.1 there exists a constant m such that 
F(mn, -I- m, nJ Z= F(mn,, n2) 
if only nl and n2 are greater than a fixed integer. Bur: 
F(mn, f m, :g2)- F(mnl, n2) = f(mn, + m)- fQmn,)- mnz 
which is clearly negative if nl and n2 are chosen suitably. Hence our claim follows. 
or is grateful to aa for arra 
working conditions which ma,de this research possible. 
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